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Library earns LEED Platinum status
The Mary Idema Pew Library
Learning and Information Commons
was awarded LEED Platinum status
by the U.S. Green Building Council the highest of four possible levels of
certification.
As the first LEED Platinum library in
Michigan , the facility demonstrates the
university's commitment to sustainable
progress through innovative design
and construction.
Planned to be the intellectual heart
of the Allendale Campus , the facility
was completed and dedicated in 2013.
LEED certification is based on several
factors, including site sustainability,
water efficiency, energy use, materials
and resources , environmental quality
and innovation in design.
With more than 154 ,000 square
feet of space, the Mary Idema Pew
Library is more than double the size
of the former James H. Zumberge
Library and has triple the seating
capacity. The library boasts multiple
customizable spaces for both quiet
studying and collaborative work, more
than 700,000 books , 1 million e-books,
an abundance of natural lighting ,
outdoor work spaces and a Knowledge
Marketplace where students can find
academic support services.

The Mary Idema Pew Library received LEED Platinum status, demonstrating the university's
commitment to sustainable progress through innovative design and construction.

New director of MAREC named
Kevin Ricco was named the new
director of Grand Valley's Michigan
Alternative and Renewable Energy
Center. He succeeds T. Arnold
Boezaart, who retired at the end
of October after serving as director
since 2009.
Since November of 2012 , Ricco has
served as manager of operations for
Grand Valley's Pew Grand Rapids
Campus and Regional Centers. Prior
to that, he was Allegan County's
first director of county development
where his responsibilities included
economic development, Brownfield
redevelopment, and parks and
recreation and tourism management.
"Kevin's collaborative leadership
style will enable MAREC to enhance
its mission as a catalyst for economic
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development as well as a research
and development center," said Brian
Copeland , associate vice president for
Business and Finance. "We're grateful
for Arn's leadership. He effectively
opened the doors of the MAR EC
facility to the community and led the
way in business development and
many research activities."
Ricco said his plans for MAREC
include continuing to build the
business incubator program and
weaving in Grand Valley's academic
mission into the center's work,
"whether that's connecting students
with our incubator clients or planting
seeds that might spark some interest
and focus on entrepreneurial
enterprises among our faculty and
students," he said.

He said
Boezaart
has done a
tremendous
job of building
community
relations in
Muskegon and
Kevin Ricco
surrounding
communities. "I would like to continue
to build relations and get to a point
where MAREC is the first thing that
comes to mind when people in the
state , region and even country think
of alternative and renewable energy,"
Ricco said. "Clean and renewable
energy resources are becoming vitally
important, and technology is a big
part of this movement. I look forward
to helping facilitate this endeavor."

CAMPUS NEWS

Children's Enrichment Center gets four-star rating
Grand Valley's Children's Enrichment
Center has been awarded four stars
by Great Start to Quality, through the
Michigan Department of Education. It is
Michigan's first rating and improvement
system for early learning and care.
Programs and providers can earn
between one and five stars, based on
the number of state standards they
meet. The stars rating system started
in 2012 and is based on five categories,
including staff qualification s, family/
community engagement, management,
learning environment and curriculum.
About one-third of all licensed child
care providers are participating in the
program, which is implemented by
Early Childhood Investment Corp. , a
nonprofit organization.
The 42-year-old center provides
early care and education for children
of student parents, faculty and staff
members, and community members.
Learn more at www.gvsu.edu/child or
www.g reatsta rt con nect.o rg.

REPRESENTING GRAND VALLEY
Lakers bring a little
Grand Valley with them
on trips
Lakers bring a little Grand Valley
with them on trips. If you represent
GVSU when you travel , send a photo
of yourself sporting Laker gear to
gvmagazine@gvsu.edu and it may
be seen in a future publication.
Representing GV is now online!
Visit www.gvsu.edu/gvmagazine
to see these photos or submit a photo
of yourself in Grand Valley apparel.

Clockwise from top left are George Mc Bane, professor
of chemistry, and his daughter, Katja, in Durham,
England; Otis, Curt Jones' French bulldog, who
is ready for football season; and Al Owens, game
management assistant, as grand marsh all
of Carp Lake's "Boll Weevil Festival."
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Enrollment tops 25,000,
includes largest first-year class
Students have enrolled in record
numbers at Grand Valley this fall. The
campus welcomed a record number of
first-year students at 4 ,226 , bringing
the total number of students to
25 ,094 , hitting a major milestone for
the university.
The percentage of minority students
is also a record high 15.6 percent; there
is a record number of international
students , with more than 400 enrolled ;
and a record number of out-of-state
students enrolled , 1,384. There's also
an increase of students from southeast
Michigan.
"What these numbers represent
is that Grand Valley is true to its
commitment to students," President
Thomas J. Haas said. "We want
controlled growth so we can ensure
quality programs and smaller class
sizes. We also have a keen eye on what
our students need to be successful in
pursuing careers or advanced degrees.
Our academic programs , with our
liberal education base, are relevant to
the region and the world."
Haas also said that the university's
ability to control cost is critical for
students and is strengthened by
steady and generous supporters.
Grand Valley is on the list of "America's
Best College Buys" for the 19th year
in a row. The Grand Finish grant
encourages students to stay on track
to graduate in four years with a $1 ,000
scholarship given at the start of the
fourth year to students with 90 credits.
The net cost of tuition at Grand Valley
actually decreased this academic year
because of an increase in financial
aid and a tuition increase of less than
$300 per year.
David S. Hooker, chair of the
Board of Trustees , said the board is
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committed to making sure that qualified
students have access to a Grand Valley
degree , and that the degree signifies
a well-educated graduate. "We are
confident in the financial responsibility
of the university, and the number of
students flocking to Grand Valley shows
us we're delivering in the classrooms
and in campus life as well ," Hooker
said. 'Tm also pleased to note that
the ambitious prediction of founding
board chair Bill Seidman , that one day
Grand Valley would be home to 25 ,000
students, has been realized."
Enrollment increases in engineering ,
health professions , nursing and business
show how closely the university's
programs align with students' desires
and employers' needs.
Provost Gayle R. Davis said faculty
members work hard to support students
as they earn diplomas. "Our faculty
are designing programs that help
Grand Valley students become lifelong learners and contributors to their
communities as well as secure, suitable
employment upon graduation ," Davis
said. "We're thrilled with the quality
and diversity of the students who are
choosing Grand Valley. "
Grand Valley was rewarded by the
state Legislature and the governor for a
third year in a row with appropriations
based on performance. Grand Valley
has the third best graduation rate of
all public universities in the state of
Michigan, and is in the top four for
retention rates. Grand Valley is a brain
gain for the area with nearly 85 percent
of Grand Valley graduates staying
in Michigan to begin their careers or
graduate work.
For full details on Grand Valley's
academic and financial accountability,
see www.gvsu.edu/accountability.

Pictured is Campus Life
Night, an annual event that
draws thousands of students.
Enrollment at Grand Valley
surpassed 25,000.

UNIVERSITY
EARNS NATIONAL
RANKINGS
Grand Valley was ranked
third in the "Top Public
Regional Universities in the
Midwest" category by U.S.
News & World Report.
For its prestigious
annual Best Colleges 2015
publication, Grand Valley
also ranked 47th for "Best in
Undergraduate Engineering"
programs and 26th for
"Best Regional University"
in the Midwest.
For the 19th year in a
row, Grand Valley has been
named one of America's
100 Best College Buys by
Institutional Research and
Evaluation, Inc. in Georgia.
Each year, Institutional
Research and Evaluation
identifies the 100 American
colleges and universities
providing students the very
highest quality education
at the lowest cost. Grand
Valley has made the list
far more times than any
other Michigan institution;
authors of the report say it
is because of Grand Valley's
high academic performance
coupled with its low cost.
No other Michigan public
institution made the list.

CAMPUS NEWS

New initiative adds to area's
'design ecosystem'
Grand Valley announced a new
initiative that continues its commitment
to ensure students will be prepared for
lifelong learning and careers in an everchanging society.
The Design Thinking Initiative is a
human-centered approach to solving
problems and meeting needs using
an organized method of defining ,
observing and considering those
impacted . Provost Gayle R. Davis
announced that John Berry will lead
this initiative.
Berry is executive director and
founder of Design West Michigan, a
design advocacy organization with
more than 1,100 members . He also
served as vice president for corporate
communications for Herman Miller.
Davis said Berry will lead the
exploration of how to connect existing
programs , classes and co-curricular
activities with appropriate new ones ,
and collaborate with other creative and
innovative organizations in the region.
Berry said he looks forward to

establishing
partnerships with
organizations "that
have an interest
in expanding our
design ecosystem ."
"Grand Valley's
initiative
significantly adds
John Berry
to the design
ecosystem of West Michigan , which is
extremely robust with design talent ,"
Berry said. "Creating this initiative
will allow students to gain additional
experience with innovation and
problem-solving that also will increase
our regions' ability to create and grow."
Berry earned a master's of fine arts
degree from Cran brook Academy of
Art. He is a past board member of the
Michigan Humanities Council , OxBow
Art and Artists School , Grand Rapids
Art Museum , Kendall College of Art
and Design . He is a current member of
the National Advisory Committee for
Cran brook Academy of Art.

CAMPUS CHATTER

. . . Posted by GVSU International
(@GVSU_Global) on August 7, 2014.

a..

@its_dchen is now a
Laker for a Lifetime ...
move in day at GVSU
went smoothly. #gvsu
#laker4alifetime #college
#missyou #loveyou
~ Posted by @jlcmich

on August 18, 2014.

Baker earns Fellowship medal
Former U.S. Secretary of State James Baker, second from left, delivered an
address that honored former President Gerald R. Ford , and was awarded the
Col. Ralph W. Hauenstein Fellowship in front a full house at the Amway Grand
Hotel's Ambassador Ballroom June 14. The fellowship is one of the university's
highest honors, created in recognition of Hauenstein's life, which exemplifies
the service and leadership that Grand Valley seeks to inspire in its graduates.
With Baker are, from left, Hauenstein , President Thomas J. Haas and Gleaves
Whitney, director of the Hauenstein Center for Presidential Studies.

In my first 2 weeks at
GVSU I've met some of
the greatest people. I
definitely made the right
decision coming here.
#lakerforalifetime .; J,
. . . Posted by Colbie Wakeley
(@colby_wake_14) on September 5, 2014.

a..
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CAMPUS NEWS

Grand Valley
joins Chevrolet
to go green
Grand Valley is participating in
a Chevrolet program to increase
clean energy efforts and decrease
carbon emissions .
As part of Chevrolet's Campus
Clean Energy Efficiency Campaign ,
Grand Valley commits to continue
its efforts to reduce carbon dioxide
from entering the atmosphere.
Grand Valley's carbon reductions
will be certified as voluntary carbon
credits and Chevrolet will pay the
university for its reductions and
permanently retire them to benefit
the climate.
Terry Pahl , facilities engineer,
applied for the program and said
using energy-efficient practices
is part of the campus culture. To
qualify for funding , Grand Valley
had to demonstrate that its energybased greenhouse gas reductions
on a campus-wide basis surpassed
the performance of the top 15
percent of campuses in the nation .
"A university is both chosen
and evaluated based on either
individual LEED certified buildings
or a campus-wide energy efficiency
performance ," said Pahl. "Grand
Valley opted for the campus-wide
performance program and is the
only university in Michigan that
has been chosen for Chevrolet's
program . The millions of dollars
we save from energy efficiency
improvements and the funds
we'll receive from Chevrolet allow
us to reinvest in the university and
our students."
During the last 15 years , Grand
Valley has implemented more than
250 energy-saving projects and
procedures . By the end of this
calendar year, Grand Valley will be
avoiding energy costs of at least
$2 million annually through the
use of energy-efficient practices,
procedures and technology.
Examples include various lighting
projects , temperature setpoints
and setbacks , building system
infrastructure and energy education .
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Garden dedicated
The Marilyn E. Zumberge Garden was
dedicated in a ceremony outside of
Zumberge Hall August 19.
Marilyn, wife of the late James
Zumberge who was Grand Valley's first
president, served as first lady during
their six years at the university from
1963-1969. Marilyn died in June 2008.
The ceremony was attended by several
family members , including the couple's
three sons: Mark, Jim and John.
Marcia Haas , current first lady, said: "It
is fitting that Marilyn's name graces this

This campus is
beautiful from
any angle, even
upside down.
#gvsu #reflection
#perfection
#Upside down
9IQ Posted by @tyler.a.green
~ on September 8, 2014.

beautiful garden and building.
The garden is designed to look
beautiful in every season and
captures her beautiful spirit and
contributions to Grand Valley."
John Zumberge spoke on behalf
of the family. "This is so special for
us. It is exciting to see the growth
of this whole campus ," he said.
"My mother loved gardens , both
formal and wild. She would have
approved of this garden."

ATHLETICS

SOFTBALL

Three new head coaches are pictured in the Kelly Family Sports Center;
from left, Jeff Hosler, Dana Callihan and Gary Bissell.
photo by Amanda Pitts

New coaches join
Laker staff

by Michele Coffill

Three new head coaches joined the Laker staff
this year, and each takes over a program from
a well-established leader.

SOCCER
JEFF HOSLER was introduced to
the Laker community in June , replacing
Dave Di Ianni , who was named head
coach at the University of Iowa.
Hosler spent eight years as head
coach at Alma College. At Grand Valley,
he inherited a program that won its third
national championship in five years, and
said that is partly what piqued his
interest in the position.
"The soccer program's success on the
conference, regional and national level
is undeniable and I feel very fortunate
to be provided this opportunity," Hosler
said. "The level of play is fantastic and

I'm very excited to be working with
these elite athletes."
When he began working at Alma , the
Scots had only three winning seasons.
He said that made recruiting difficult,
but only slightly.
"The recruits saw our passion for
the game, hunger for success and that
we genuinely cared about our players
beyond the soccer field , and they came
around ," he said.
They certainly did. During Hosier's
years as head coach , the Scots went
90-55-12 , won a Michigan Intercollegiate
Athletic Association title, conference
tournament, and made an NCAA
tournament appearance.
Hosler earned a bachelor's degree in
business from Alma College.

DANA CALLIHAN is very familiar with
Laker softball. She was the assistant
coach for 13 years, working with head
coach Doug Woods, who retired last
season after 24 years.
Callihan earned four varsity letters
as catcher/infielder for the Lakers. She
graduated from Grand Valley in 1992
with a bachelor's degree in industrial
technology and later earned a master's
degree in sports administration from
Central Michigan University.
Callihan said she and Woods
complemented each other on the field
well. "I tend to be more aggressive than
Doug wanted to be," Callihan said. "He
was a big picture coach and I am more
detailed.
"I learned many lessons from him
that I hope to incorporate into my own
coaching style."

MEN'S GOLF
GARY BISSELL took over as men's
golf head coach in June, after 20-year
head coach Don Underwood retired.
Bissell graduated from Ferris State
University with a bachelor's degree in
marketing. As a student athlete, Bissell
helped lead the Bulldogs to an NCAA
Division 11 regional tournament. He
finished his collegiate career with a 76.1
scoring average.
After graduating , Bissell worked as
an instructor at Grayhawk Golf Club in
Arizona , and has also led clinics and
private lessons at Treetops Resort
in Gaylord. He said his teaching
background transfers well to the
coaching arena.
"I find it extremely important to be
well-versed in player development
through improving their golf swings as
well as statistical analysis to find weak
points and turn them into strengths,"
Bissell said.
He said making the decision to move
into coaching was easy, if that position
was at Grand Valley.
"There is huge potential for recruiting
at Grand Valley based on athletic
success, nationally renowned academic
programs and the beauty of the campus
itself," he said.
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DONOR IMPACT

oung couples
establish new scholarship
A strong friendship
that took root at Grand
Valley has branched out to
support students.
Philip Alt, '03, and Michael Marsiglia, '03,
were roommates during their Laker
years. Their friendship expanded to
include their wives (both Grand Valley
alumnae) and now small children .
The two families also share a passion
for Grand Valley and the willingness
to help students by establishing a
scholarship .
The A lt- Marsig li a Scho larship wa s
one of the 21 new private scholarships
created last year. Tied to the families'
backgrounds and degrees , the
scholarship benefits qualified students
who are majoring in any of the sciences.
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Philip A lt is an audit manager for
Plante Moran; April, 'OS and '07, is an
occupationa l therapist for Northern
Physical Therapy. Michael Marsig li a is
vice president for Atomic Object and
co-manager of its Grand Rapids office;
Danielle, '04, is a stay-at-home mother.
Both couples have two children .
Kali Sanford is the first recipient
selected for the Alt-Marsiglia Scholarship.
She is a biomedical sciences major from
Traverse City. Like many Grand Va lley
students, Sanford is paying for her
co llege education with a combination of
loans and scholarships. The A lt-M arsig li a
Scholarship comes at a particularly good
time, she said, as participation in a study
abroad program last summer meant
she wouldn't have saved money from a
summer job to put toward tuition.

Kali Sanford, second from left in the bottom row, is
pictured with other honors students and nurses in
Ghana. Sa nford said she shadowed nurses at clinics
there and did community outreach.
photo courtesy of Kali Sanford

DONOR IMPACT

"This scholarship will help cut down on my
loans a lot," Sanford said. Sanford 's sister is in
her first year at Michigan State University, so the
scho larship also eases the financial burden on
her parents. she sa id.
Sanford traveled to Ghana last summer
to participate in a service learning project
w ith o th er Frederik
Meijer Honors Co ll ege
students. Whi le there,
Sanford worked with
Ghanaian health care
workers in hospitals and
will
rural clinics.
She said that lifechanging experience,
along with participating
in job shadowing
programs at area hospitals , so lidifi ed her
decision to pursue medical schoo l.

"It's an easy
choice to make
when something
you can do
help a student.''
-April Alt

'An easy choice'
Th e A lt and Marsiglia families have support ed
Grand Valley through different avenues .
including the campaign to build the Mary
Idema Pew Library Learning and Information
Commons.
"It was really nice to see something tangible
from a donation," Michael Marsiglia said. "After
the library donation, the A lts asked us if we
wanted to create the scho larship. We all liked
the idea of creating something long -term ."
It didn't take much convincing, accord ing
t o the A lts. " It 's an easy choice t o make when
someth ing you can do wi ll help a student,"
April said .
Philip added that th e process to establish
a scholarship was easy, including listing any
criteria recipients must meet . Applicants for the
Alt-Marsig li a Scholarship must live on - campus,
something all four donors did and believe to be
an integral part of a college experience .
Th e families. who li ve in Grand Rapids, sa id
it 's been enjoyab le watch in g the connection
between Grand Va ll ey and the city grow and
strengthen . Th e Marsiglias moved to the East
Coast after graduation and Danielle said they
returned , in part, t o live in a vibrant. familyoriented communi t y.
Both couples spoke at the Scholarship
Dinner in October about the importance of
giving back and supporting Grand Va ll ey. The
annua l event was an opportunity for many of
the recipients from the 36 privately funded
scho larships to meet and thank their donors .
More than 90 percent of Grand Val ley
stud ents receive some form of financial aid;
las t year 1.400 students received private
scho larships . For more information on
estab li shing a new scho larship or other
gift, visit www.g vsu.edu/ giving .
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New international students
pose in front of "La Grande
Vitesse," an iconic Alexander
Calder sculpture, during a
trip to Grand Rapids as part
of their orientation.
ph oto by Ali ssa La ne

Many first-year students have concerns
about doing well in their classes , fitting
in on campus or missing their families.
International students can add the
additional pressure of being thousands
of miles away from their families , many
for the first time.
To help ease the transition to campus
for about 140 new undergraduate and
graduate international students , the
Padnos International Center hosted a
half-week orientation in late August.
Kate Stoetzner, director of
international student and scholar
services , said the orientation is a longstanding tradition but only in the last five
years has it preceded Transitions, three
days of orientation for all new Grand
Valley students. "International students
leave our orientation and head right into
Transitions ," Stoetzner said. "That way,
they're better able to understand what a
liberal education means and better able
to connect with faculty."
Like Transitions , international
orientation serves as a time for students
to get to know the campus and each
other. Through networking sessions, trips
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to Grand Rapids and Grand Haven , and
classroom sessions that cover plagiarism
and social media , Stoetzner said her
goal is to make sure students feel
comfortable on campus and prepared to
be successful in the classroom.
This is a record-breaking year for
international students at Grand Valley.
More than 400 students are on campus ,
representing 82 countries. And there are
nearly that many different stories of why
students chose Grand Valley.
Da-sol Um is a first-year student from
South Korea. She never heard of Grand
Valley until she attended a master piano
class near her hometown that was led
by Helen Marlais , associate professor
of music.
She later contacted Marlais, who,
after watching Urn's piano audition via
an online video, helped her secure a
scholarship to attend Grand Valley. Um
said she is confident in her piano skills,
but perhaps not that confident in her
English skills.
"I didn't study English until after I met
professor Marlais ," she said. "One year is
not really a lot of time to learn English."
Quang Nguyen is from Vietnam. He
applied to four universities with the
intent of studying engineering. He chose
Grand Valley because of its affordability
and beautiful campus.
Returning student Vanja Vidojevic is in
her senior year studying management
information systems and international
business. A native of Belgrade, Serbia ,
Vidojevic was a high school exchange
student in West Michigan.
Vidojevic said despite having
knowledge of the area, moving to
campus her first year was difficult.

"Adjusting to the food was
difficult, adjusting to the
type of classes here was
hard ," she said.
Secondary schools in
Serbia and many other
countries give students
only one test at the end
of the year, instead
of relying on multiple
exams, group projects
and papers. Vidojevic
said learning to conduct
secondary research was
difficult, as was learning how to write
in your own voice.
"In Serbia, we would look up what the
experts said and copy that in a paper.
Why would anyone want to hear from
me? I'm not the expert," she said.
Vidojevic now serves as a resident
assistant in the international student
living center. She's had many campus
jobs, from serving food to tutoring
to answering the dispatch phone at the
Police Department. She also serves as
an officer for the International Students
Organization.
Her advice to new international
students is to speak up in class and get
involved in campus activities.
"Everyone has second thoughts about
coming here from another country. I
think the more involved you are, the less
you will miss your home," Vidojevic said.

FIT THE MITT
~

Orientation is not the only
• • program that aims to help
•
new international students
feel comfortable on campus.
Fit the Mitt is now in its second year.
Faculty and staff members volunteer
to serve as mentors to new students,
pledging to meet bimonthly for coffee,
lunch or to attend a Laker athletic event.
Kate Stoetzner, director of
international student and scholar
services, said the idea behind Fit the
Mitt came from a committee that
considered ways to improve retention
of international students and how to
keep them engaged and connected.

FROM APPLICATION
TO ADM ISSION
FIRST-YEAR CLASS SETS NEW RECORD

Michigan , Illinois, Indiana and Ohio.
Admission staff members visit about
500 high schools in the fall. Some
Admissions staff members focus on
graduate, transfer and international
recruitment and diversity initiatives.
Astin Martin is an admissions
counselor who covers 24 high
schools in West Michigan public
school districts, including Grand
Rapids, Muskegon and Holland.
The California native attended
Grand Rapids Public Schools before
attending Grand Valley where he
played on the Laker football team.
He said educating prospective
students about Grand Valley
comes naturally.
"There are many students in
my territory who want a little
more direct attention , so they feel
comfortable," Martin said. "They're
already nervous about applying
to college, so making a personal
connection helps to ease some of
that tension."
The busiest time for Martin and
his colleagues is in the fall, when
most of the high school and career
fair visits take place. The most
common question he gets is "What
is Grand Valley known for?" His
reply is easy. "I always talk about the
importance of a liberal education,"
he said. "Then I talk about all the
resources and activities students
have access to, like financial aid,
advising , student organizations
and athletics events."
Martin said understanding
students at each school is
important, too. "If I'm visiting a
GRPS high school , I am from the
same community so I can bring
a personal touch to working with
the students and staff members.
I know what they're thinking and
want to ask. At East Kentwood , I see
more students in my presentation
because it's a larger student
population ," he said.
Chycinski said the counselors are
well-prepared to talk about Grand
Valley. "So often students don't
know what to ask. It's all very new to
them ," she said. "So when we walk
into a school , there is information
that we make sure we share with
every audience, so we're painting
the same picture of Grand Valley
for everyone."
Most applications come in from
September to November. Chycinski
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"During my first visit
to campus I saw that
Grand Valley is a very
vibrant community that's
so energetic, positive
and offers a ton of
opportunities to learn
and get involved."
-Lauren English

said the Admissions Office begins
making decisions right after Labor
Day of the senior year. "All hands
are on-deck during this time. We're
reviewing and reading applications
everyday and making decisions, so
typically, students will hear back
from us in two to three weeks,"
she said.
Decisions are made based
on a student's academic
credentials , however, Chycinski
said , every application is viewed
as an individual application.
"Students have stories to tell and
our application gives them an
opportunity to tell them ," she said.
"Students may have circumstances
that are quite compelling and that
causes us to take time to find more
background on the students, or
we might decide that we need to
wait to see their senior year grades.
There are a lot of different decisions
we make; it's not just admit or deny."
More than 19,000 first-time-inany-college students applied for
Grand Valley this year, a record.
Chycinski said it's a testament to
the quality experience students
have at Grand Valley. "One of our
best recruitment tools is a current
student going home and talking
about their experience , which is
what we are hearing they do over
and over again.
"During orientation in the summer,
Dean (of Students) Bart Merkle
will ask students to stand if they
have another family member who's
attended Grand Valley. It's amazing
to see how many people stand up

STUDENTS SHARE THEIR

EXCITEMENT
Lauren English, left,
helps a new student
register for her classes
during orientation.

photo by
Elizabeth Lien au

compared to 10 years ago," she said.
Chycinski said recruitment is a
campus-wide initiative, as alumni
and all offices on campus play a
key role in recruitment , from faculty
to Financial Aid to Facilities staff
members who keep the campus
picture-perfect.
She said one challenge in
recruitment will be the declining
number of high school seniors in the
Midwest and Michigan. A report by
Western Interstate Commission for
Higher Education predicts that by
the 2019-2020 academic year, high
school graduates in Michigan will fall
20 percent to below 99 ,000, and the

decline is expected to
continue. However, more
effort is occurring in high
schools to encourage
students to consider
higher education.
"It will become more
and more competitive to
attract students, so we
must continue to focus
on students here and the
experience they have,
like Lauren ," she said.
English said her favorite part
about giving tours and helping at
orientation is inspiring students.
"A student who was in one of my
tour groups came up to me during
orientation in July and said , 'I
just want you to know that you're
the reason I came here. You sold
me right off the bat and made
me picture myself here.' It was a
rewarding moment," she said.

ON SOCIAL MEDIA WHEN
THEY APPLY FOR OR
ARE ACCEPTED TO
GRAND VALLEY.
Got accepted to Grand Valley
State University today!
Excited to open the next
chapter of my life!
11"1
U

Posted by Brad Vancamp
(@BFLY_orDIE) on June 28, 2014

Just got my acceptance
letter from Grand Valley
State University!! Officially
a Laker!! #GVSU #Fall2014
11"1
U

Posted by Johnny Wright
(@johnny_rw) on January 8, 2014

Guess who just got their
acceptance letter to GVSU!
SPOILER ALERT: It was me.
11"1
U

Posted by @LarsenTiffany
on March 5, 2014

My day didn't start so great
but it ended on a positive note
for sure, I got my acceptance
letter to Grand Valley State
University!
11"1
U

Posted by@love __ keykey
on February 21, 2014

THE ADMISSIONS PROCESS
SOPHOMORE
YEAR

JUNIOR
YEAR

SENIOR
YEAR

+

+

students receive
sophomore
viewbook

students receive
junior viewbook

students come to campus
for a tour
admissions
counselor
visits high
school

+

students receive
senior viewbook
admissions
counselor
visits high
school

students submit
application and wait
for a reply!
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History project
roots scholars to
their neighborhood
by Michele Coffill

hat do you think of
when you hear the word
"home?" The roof over your
head? The people who share your
residence?
For 31 young students who
participated in the Grandville Avenue
Arts & Humanities Cook Library
Scholars (CLS) program "home"
meant a broad term that rooted them
to their diverse and historic Grand
Rapids neighborhood and to their
parents' native countries.
Through an oral history project
facilitated by Grand Valley's Kutsche
Office of Local History, the CLS students
documented the Grandville Avenue
neighborhood . Their work - a video
documentary and exhibited materials
showing 60 years of the neighborhood
- debuted at the Cook Library Center
in September during Hispanic
Heritage Month .
Melanie Shell-Weiss, director of
the Kutsche Office of Local History,
said beginning the project first meant
tangibly showing the kindergarteneighth graders what historical
documents and archival material meant.
A trip to the Grand Rapids Public Library
main branch dispelled any mysteries,
she said .
"They thought being able to go
through the vault at the library was like
being able to walk into a bank vault,"
Shell-Weiss said .
At the GRPL Local History Office , Tim
Gleisner showed students photographs

W
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"We're teaching the kids to
be critical thinkers, to take
in the reality they know
and turn that into a way
that empowers them."
-Melanie Shell-Weiss, director of the
Kutsche Office of Local History
of their houses as they looked in the
1950s and '60s; the photos were pulled
from the real estate holdings collection .
Gleisner is the head of GRPL's history
and special collections department and
serves on the advisory council for the
Kutsche Office. Shell-Weiss said viewing
photos of their homes drew insightful
comments from the students such as
"I belong," "I matter," "My house is in
the library."
One young scholar proved historical
materials may not always be accurate .
After insisting the photo Gleisner
showed her was not her family's house,
he conducted further research and
found the girl's address was one of the
first Habitat for Humanity homes in
Grand Rapids . The house in the photo
had been demolished .
Gleisner was among the oral history
project facilitators who led students
on weekly tours of the neighborhood,
noting buildings that have changed
hands or other significant structures.

Shell-Weiss said the Grandville
Avenue neighborhood bordered by Wealthy Street
(north), Burton Street (south),
Century Street (east), and
Clyde Park and Godfrey Street
(west) - once served as the
gateway to Grand Rapids. "No
matter where your folks came
from or what nationality they
were, this is the place people
came first," she said, adding
the neighborhood's access to
factories, churches and main
roads once made it a desirable
location .
Giving the students a sense
of place beyond those borders was
important, Shell-Weiss said, as all 31
scholars have parents who immigrated
to Grand Rapids from Mexico,
Guatemala or West Africa .
"For all these kids, their earliest
memories are of Grand Rapids. It's the
only place they know. But when you
say 'home' to them, it means different
things," Shell-Weiss said . "Many of the
young people say they long to see the
countries where their parents came
from and where they still have family."
Using tablets and audio recorders,
students interviewed their parents for
the oral history project before learning
about their neighborhood . Melissa
Baker-Boosamra , CLS program director,
said their interview questions were
thoughtful. "They asked what it was like
to grow up in Mexico, and had many

GAAH UMBRELLA

questions about what it was like to cross
the border," said Baker-Boosamra , who
taught at Grand Valley before working
for the Cook Library Center.
Baker-Boosamra said the research and
critical thinking skills involved in the oral
history project support the program's
goals of college readiness and career
preparedness. The CLS program is
selective; Cook Library Center staff
work closely with teachers at Cesar E.
Chavez Elementary School and other
neighborhood schools to select and
invite high-achieving students. The
program is supported by grants from
W.K. Kellogg, Steelcase, and Wege
foundations.
Shell-Weiss said parents played a key
role in the oral history project by sharing
their stories with their children. "We've
talked about how space changes. For
immigrant families and families that
have moved around, we thought this
project would anchor them," she said.
"We want the scholars to have a better
sense of themselves and how they
relate to others.
"You have to see yourself in order
to think about your relationships
with others."
Twelve-year-old Angel Cano said
the project made him feel proud of his
neighborhood. Emmanuel Zavala said

he learned his Mexican father made toys
from mud and sticks to play with as a
child. "This is a really old neighborhood
with lots of history," said Emmanuel , 12.
Shell-Weiss said many parents shared
their version of the American dream
with their children. The reality is more
complicated, she said, as many parents
work two or three jobs to make ends meet.
"The next challenge is getting the kids to
problematize this. We're teaching the kids
to be critical thinkers , to take in the reality
they know and turn that into a way that
empowers them," she said. "We want them
to know they can actively shape their own
futures and that of their neighborhood."
Building leadership skills is an
overarching goal of the CLS program.
Shell-Weiss said it also works as a college
pipeline program. "The literature suggests
that to create first-generation college
students, the earlier you reach them the
better," she said.
Shell-Weiss hopes to replicate the
oral history project in other Grand
Rapids neighborhoods. The Kutsche
Office will continue its partnership with
GAAH , focusing on the neighborhood's
immigrant stories.

Mar Angelo, center, leads a tour of the Grandville Avenue neighborhood. She is among
mai community leaders who are involved m the program.
photo by Amanda Pitts
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IN THE

EDS
Researchers tackle water plant
problems with DNA byNateHoekstra
In a state with more than 11,000
inland lakes, managing aquatic plants
in Michigan is both big business and
a sensitive environmental matter.
Sometimes managing the plants
means getting rid of weeds near a
dock or swimming area, but in other
situations management means knowing
whether a plant should be removed.
Researchers at Grand Valley's Robert
B. Annis Water Resources Institute in

Muskegon are working on a cuttingedge process to help save lakes from
environmental damage, save native
plants from unnecessary removal,
and save money for people who have
economic interests in lakes.
The process is based on DNA testing
of a particular aquatic plant called a
watermilfoil that comes in dozens of
varieties. Some are native to Michigan
waters, while others are invasive.

g.2a

Determining each plant's variety makes
removal decisions easier and can
directly impact the method or chemical
used to remove it, as varieties and
hybrids respond very differently
to treatments.
"Aquatic plants are the basis of the
food chain and create a lot of the
structure in a lake as they grow from the
bottom to the surface," said Ryan Thum,
a former Grand Valley researcher who
led the project. "Aquatic plants are by
and large good for lakes , but invasive
species can grow out of control. They
can grow in densities that native plants
can't reach , or in areas native plants
wouldn't grow. We're trying to find out
when and how an introduced species is
going to be invasive, and if it's going to
cause a problem in the lake or not."
Thum and a group of students,
including graduate student Syndell
Parks, have been working to determine
specific herbicide treatment plans for
individual varieties of invasive Eurasian
watermilfoil along with the multitudes
of hybrids created by crossbreeding
between the eurasian and northern
watermilfoil varieties.
Without accurate identification ,
property owners can pay a hefty price
for weed treatment only to find that
the herbicide wasn't effective against
their unique variety. With herbicide
applications ranging from $350 to $600
per acre of lake, tens of thousands of
dollars from special tax assessment
districts or lake association dues can be
wasted on an ineffective treatment.
"We are providing a genetic testing
service - we know that eurasian and
northern watermilfoil and their hybrids
have unique DNA signatures , and we
can use pieces of the genomes of the
organisms to work like barcodes ," Thum
said. "We can 'scan' a piece of DNA
and determine the variety, and we're
working on a database of information
on each to prescribe an accurate,
third-party, objective treatment for that
specific lake."
Ideally, Thum said , a lake association
could send a sample to a lab and have
a DNA analysis done, and receive a
recommendation to give to an aquatic
plant management company that
indicates precisely how and when to
treat that specific weed. A more exact
identification would also help prevent
putting unnecessarily heavy amounts
of herbicide into the water, as some
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varieties of the hybrid watermilfoil
can be treated with half the herbicide
as another variety. Currently, specific
varieties are hard to pin down , as one
hybrid doesn't necessarily look like
any other.
"It would be like looking at a maple
tree and an oak tree, but then having
six different maple trees and having
all of their leaves look different; like a
maple or an oak or some sort of cross
in between ," said Parks , the graduate
student leading the ongoing research
on the project. "Not all hybrids look the
same. There's a range of the physical
characteristics, along with how they
grow and behave and respond. This
DNA testing is really the only way to
know what you have."
Properly treating and removing
nuisance weeds is critical to
homeowners and other stakeholders
in lakeshore areas. Two identical
properties , one with a lakefront that
has been treated for nuisance weeds
and one that has not, can be worth
significantly different sums. Estimates
suggest that properties without weed
treatment can be worth as much as 16
percent less compared to the treated
property - a significant sum given the
price of lakefront real estate in Michigan.
"They're protecting their investment.
There are recreational qualities for
people who want to swim , boat or fish.
If you value swimming in your backyard
and the water is full of plants, you're
probably not going to swim there ,
you're going to get rid of them ," Thum
said. "If you're a property owner of a
million-dollar home and piece of land
on a lake, this plant potentially has
$160,000 of yours on the table. Most
owners are happy to take some of that
to handle the problem. Every dollar
spent on management is between a 10:1
return or above economically. There's
an economic argument that it makes a
great deal of sense to do aquatic plant
management."
But not everyone wants to get rid
of the plants. Regulatory agencies
from state or local governments need
to balance the desire for a weed-free

property with the benefits of a lake
with a healthy native plant population ,
which includes the northern watermilfoil.
The specific identification the DNA test
provides is useful to settle disputes
between homeowners who want
weeds gone and regulators who say
the weeds are an important part of the
lake ecosystem.
"Regulatory agencies want to manage
these natural resources , their mission
is to protect them," Thum said. "They
want to preserve the native biodiversity
and the ecosystem functions that they
serve. There can be tension between
homeowners and managers; the benefit
our research will have is to make that
identification third party and objective."
The research is so valuable to the
general public that Thum and Parks
earned grant funding from the National
Science Foundation to explore turning
the research findings into a private
company that would offer the testing
service for a fee. The business model
is still in the exploratory stages, but
the hope is to create an independent
company in the future that can help
waterfront stakeholders solve problems
objectively.
"We want to bring data to the table,
and we want to make plant management
easier for parties like consultants and
regulators and homeowners , some of
whom butt heads on this topic ," Parks
said. "You can't argue with numbers and
data based on scientific methods."
Parks said the research will continue
in AWRl's recently updated field station
mesocosm facility that allows growth of
the watermilfoil year-round as they work
to expand the database of different
varieties and treatment options for each.
"Part of the reason I came back to
Michigan for graduate school was to
improve the quality of the information
people are using when they're dealing
with the water here. It's a precious
resource that we all have to be stewards
of," Parks said. "You can always learn
more, there are always more questions
to ask , and there's always more data to
gather. That's what we're doing here."
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"We want to bring
data to the table,
and we want to
make plant
management
easier for parties
like consultants
and regulators
and homeowners."
-SYNDELL PARKS

STRONG BEGINNINGS
The early programs offered to
students used a nationally modeled
"Teacher Aiding" program that provided
students with classroom experience
prior to student teaching. Grand Valley
was one of the first to implement the
program. Students could complete
a major in general education in
elementary or secondary education , or
pursue a special education major.
The secondary program was unique in
that content courses , like math , science
and English , were taught by faculty
in those specific departments. That
remains true today.
"We weren't a 'normal school' when
we began , so content courses are taught
outside of the college," said Linda
McCrea , director of Teacher Education.
"Faculty in the College of Liberal
Arts and Sciences are engaged in our
program."
President Emeritus Arend D. Lubbers,
who came to Grand Valley in 1969, said
the College of Education first built a
reputation in special education. The
program provided two options and both
required students to earn a minimum of
two endorsements in special education.
"This requirement was unique to the
state of Michigan and the country,"
said Jim Grant, professor of Education/
Learning Disabilities. "The program
offered endorsements in the areas
of mentally impaired, emotionally
impaired , hearing impaired , and
physically and otherwise health
impaired. Students were also given the
option of adding a third endorsement
in learning disabilities, which in the
1970s was a new category in special
education." Grant said because the
program required students and
professors to spend a lot of time in
local school districts , the reputation of
the special education program grew.
Tom Ebels, a Grand Rapids Public
School teacher and member of Grand
Valley's pioneer class, said, "The
College of Education was sending
people out into the field that were so
well prepared that is wasn't difficult to
get them passionate about the job."
The beginning of the graduate school
of education had an unusual start. In
the early 1970s, it was housed in the
College of Arts & Sciences.
Mary Seeger, then an assistant dean ,
said: "The College of Arts & Sciences
was opposed to the thought of any

Then President Arend D. Lubbers (seated far left) and Faite Mack, professor of education
(seated far right), are pictured with members of the first class of graduate education students.
ph oto courtesy ofFaite Mack

graduate work - absolutely. We voted
down the proposal for graduate work in
education."
Lubbers asked faculty member Faite
Mack to seek grants in order to fund a
graduate program.
"We had strong support from
President Lubbers and Congressman
Gerald Ford ," said Mack. "I received
nearly $1 million through three grants to
train teachers in the Grand Rapids Public
School system. At that time , the school
district was under a desegregation
order and the grant monies provided
training for their teachers to work with
multicultural populations."
Mack said the money was used to fund
the entire program: teacher salaries ,
books , supplies and even a building for
classrooms. He paid rent for a building
on Fulton Street in downtown Grand
Rapids, including electricity, furniture
and garbage collection.
The grants acquired by Mack provided
an in-service training program for
200 teachers in Grand Rapids , but the
credits had to be purchased from the

University of Michigan.
"In order to offer this training program
for teachers, we had to offer graduate
credit for the graduate teachers. Since
Grand Valley was restricted from
offering graduate credit, we negotiated
with the University of Michigan to
purchase the credit," explained Mack.
"We did all the instruction but the
money flowed toward U of M."
Mack said Lubbers went out on a limb
and challenged him to write a proposal
for a graduate school of education.
In June of 1975 , it was approved by
the Board of Trustees. "I've been here
41 years and have had the unique
privilege of building a program from
the ground up and being able to see its
outcome," Mack said.
Lubbers said the reputation of the
College of Education continued to
grow. "School districts around the state ,
and particularly in our area , preferred
to have Grand Valley graduates ," said
Lubbers. "And, if you look at it today,
we are one of the largest teacher
education suppliers."

Pictured is a School of Education summer program computer class for K-12 students.
ph oto courtesy of Un iversity Archives
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PARTNERSHIPS
A pu sh for in c reased partn ership s
ca m e in th e mid-1990s. Co ll ege o f
Edu ca ti o n D ea n Elaine Co llin s sa id
th e numb er o f di stri ct s the co ll ege
ser ves has ex pl o ded over th e yea rs
and pa rtn e r ship s h ave inc r eased in
b o th lo ngev it y and depth.
" Sc hoo ls th at have rea ll y wo rked
t o c raft stro ng co nnecti o ns w ith th eir
pa rtn e rs are go ing t o b e th e schoo ls
th at w ill d o am azin g wo rk ," sa id Co llin s.
"We have so m any m o re t oo ls ava il abl e
t o us th an we had 50 , 30 , 20 yea r s ago.
So we are at th e c usp o f a lo t o f new and
exc itin g initiati ves."
Co llin s sa id w hile the co ll ege has
had a lo ng - st a nding p a rtn e rshi p w ith
Grand Rapid s Publi c Sc hoo ls, she
b e lieved it was c riti ca l t o ex t en d an d
ex p and o n ef fo rt s. " W e are wo r king
w ith GRP S in a way we n eve r hav e
b efo re, actu all y t eaching Gran d Va ll ey
cl asses in K-12 building s as o n e exampl e.
We have co ntinu e d t o build a st ro ng,
c riti ca l invo lve m e nt," sh e sa id. " It
rea ll y fee ls like a p artner shi p now. We
are all wo rkin g t o gether t o raise th e
edu ca ti o na l ca p ac it y of o ur co mmunity. "
Th e Ce nter for Edu ca ti o nal
Partn er shi ps o ffi ce was c r eat ed
t o f aci lit at e p artn erships b et wee n
ed uca t ion p rog ram s and th e loca l
co mmunit y and th e Stud e nt Info rm ati o n
and Se rv ices Cente r was c rea t ed t o
f acilitat e admi ss io n and advisin g

Arthur C. Hills, the initial program coordinator for Teacher Preparation Programs,
conducts the Grand Valley Singers.
photo courtesy of University Archives

o f stud ents.
Th e TRi O Edu ca ti o nal Tale nt Sea rc h
and TRi O Upwa rd Bo und p rog ram s
jo in ed the Co ll ege o f Edu ca ti o n in 2010.
Bo th pro g ram s help stu de nt s fro m
traditi o nall y und erse rved bac kg ro und s
reac h their p ot entia l b y ea rnin g a
co ll eg e de g ree.
Co llin s sa id fac ult y were par t of a
t ea m th at pl anned an Intern at io na l
Bacca laurea t e ( I B) El em en t ary/ Lab
sch oo l in th e Grand Rapid s Publi c
Sc hoo ls di stri c t th at ope ned in th e f all
w ith an art s-cente red foc us. Th e wo rk

was d one in co ll ab o rati o n w ith
Grand Rapids art s o rga niza ti o ns.
" My d ream is th at Grand Va ll ey
stu de nts w ill be abl e t o c hoose
a pa rti c ul ar foc us o f ex peri e nti al
oppo rtuniti es th ey w ish t o ex pl o re li ke a des ig n-thinking orientati o n,
a n inn e r- c it y ex p e ri enc e, a sc hoo l
d istri ct th at spec ia li zes in t echno logy
o r a co -teach in g m o d e l," sa id Co ll ins.
" Th ese pa rtn e rshi ps ex ist c urre ntl y
and ca n rea ll y h elp stud ents m ake
m ea ning ful co nnec ti o ns b et wee n
th eo r y and prac ti ce."

~ 50TH ANNIVERSARY

EVENTS
NOVEMBER 18
5:30-8 p .m.,
Lecture: The Education
of Gerald R. Ford
FEBRUARY10
5:30-8 p.m .,
Panel Discussion: The State
of Education in Michigan
MARCH 24
5:30-8 p .m ., A Celebration
of the College of Education:
Reflections & Predictions
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Dean Elaine Collins is shown at the Blue Apple Ceremony in August,
kicking off the celebration of so years for the College ofEducation.
photo by Bernadine Carey-Tucker

THE FUTURE
OF EDUCATION
Many changes for teacher certification
have occurred during the past 50 years,
primarily mandated from the state. In
2007, the state of Michigan required all
colleges of education to meet a new set
of requirements for elementary teacher
certification. That meant revising the
entire elementary teacher certification
program at Grand Valley. The College
of Education received an exemplary
performance rating that year and has
every year since.
Collins said challenges for the future
include keeping up with technology,
providing globalized instruction and
changing modes of delivery. She said
the college can stay competitive by
offering options, like increasing hybrid
and online courses and moving away
from traditional degree programs to
providing more alternatives.
"We are working to provide a variety
of certificate programs to allow preteachers and teachers to specialize in
areas to meet specific needs before
them ," said Collins. "For exa mple , an
interventionist certificate to assist those
who don't have a special education
background deal with issues or
accommodation for special education ,
even though they don't have a full
degree in it."
Other certificate programs are
being developed , like one focusing on
environmental education and another
on globalization , to provide unique
specializations that can benefit teachers
and even non-teachers.
Collins said forging new and unique
partnerships are key for the future of
education. In September, the college
formed a partnership with WGVU and
PBS LearningMedia Custom Service
to have access to a media-on-demand
content platform designed to support
technology and digital resource
integration into the classroom.
In fall 2015 , a museum school will open
in Grand Rapids, a collaboration among
the College of Education , Grand Rapids
Public Museum , City of Grand Rapids ,
Grand Rapids Public Schools and
Kendall College of Art and Design.
"We have always been about making
a difference for students, families and
the community," said Collins. "The
changes for the future of education
are exciting , not threatening."
For more information on the
50th anniversary of the College of
Education, including a video and
timeline, visit www.gvsu.edu/coe/50th
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FOUNDATION REVIEW
A UNIQUE TOOL TO SHOW RETURN ON INVESTMENT
by Nate Hoekstra
hilanthropic giving from foundations
each year focus on a theme,
and two are more generally
in the United States is estimated to
have topped $55 billion in 2013 , and
focused. It takes about a
foundations and the grant makers who
year for each article to go
represent them are eager to be sure that
from abstract through the
all of that money is being used wisely.
peer-review process.
In a similar vein , nonprofit
"The academic rigor of the
organizations and community groups
publication is important,"
are working to do more with less , and
Behrens said. "There are
are seeking information on strategic
other sources for this
communications, planning and
information in different
evaluation. Less than five years ago, it
places , but having a strong
was difficult for nonprofit and foundation
peer-review structure gives
leaders to share important information
us the ability to really carry
and best practices on the business side
significant weight when it
of the philanthropy industry.
comes to the trust of the
people who are reading
Now, the Dorothy A. Johnson Center
for Philanthropy is home to the only
the journal."
peer-reviewed academic journal in the
The reputation of the
nation that focuses solely on the field
journal has earned it a
of philanthropy. Called The Foundation
loyal following among big
Review (TFR) , the publication was
foundations around the
country, and a reach well
created in 2009 to serve the needs
of an increasingly data-conscious,
beyond the several hundred
Teri Behrens, editor-in-chief, The Foundation Review
giving industry.
subscribers who get the
photo by Bernadine Carey-Tucker
"Over the past 20 years, we've seen
journal in print. Dozens of
a large shift in how foundations are
articles have been shared and
that framework to examine policy grant
relying more and more on measurable
downloaded thousands of times , thanks
making ," said Julia Coffman , founder
returns to help determine the efficacy
to pieces submitted by philanthropy
of the Center for Evaluation Innovation.
of the grants they're
giants like the Bill
"The Foundation Review has been a
making ," said Teri
and Melinda Gates
critical vehicle for building the field."
Behrens, editor-in-chief
Foundation , the
Coffman said the reach of TFR is
of TFR. "Our publication
Annie E. Casey
significant to authors seeking a specific
provides people in the
Foundation , and
philanthropy sector
audience in a niche field.
the Robert Wood
"There really are not a lot of vehicles
with a valuable source
Johnson Foundation ,
for reaching a foundation audience ,"
to name just a few.
of information and
Coffman said, "so having this access to
examples that they can
Those articles
so many levels of foundation leadership
apply to their work from
on industry- Julia Coffman,
is amazing."
others in the industry."
specific topics like
founder of the Center
grant evaluation
Behrens started
for Evaluation Innovation
Visit johnsoncenter.org/resources/
working to make TFR
strategies are being
foundation-review for more
a reality in 2009 , while
used in real-world
she was working at the Johnson Center
applications in the nonprofit sector,
information.
through a partnership with the W.K.
and some authors are seeing their work
Kellogg Foundation. Five years later,
implemented in foundations across the
Watch a video and listen to
TFR editor Teri Behrens explain
nation thanks to the works they have
TFR has hundreds of subscribers and
the publication's uniqueness at
publishes four times each year. A typical
published in TFR.
publishing cycle of the journal is about a
"I wrote one in 2009 about the
www.gvsu.edu/gvmagazine.
year, Behrens said , with a call for articles
tools to support public policy grant
generally about a year before they will
making , and I know of at least 40
actually appear in print. Two issues
different foundations that have used

P

"The Foundation
Review has been a
critical vehicle for
building the field."
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RESEARCHERS FIND
MORAL BELIEFS BARRIER
TO HPV VACCINE
GRADUATE STUDENTS SURVEYED
1,000 FIRST-YEAR STUDENTS
by Michele Coffill
survey of first-year Grand
Valley students showed the
biggest barrier to receiving a Human
Papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine was
moral or religious beliefs, or a perceived
promotion of sexual behavior, according
to graduate physician assistant
researchers.
Jamie Phillipich and Margie Webb
surveyed 1,000 incoming students last
fall as part of their master's research
project. They assessed the influence
media has on the perception of H PV
and vaccine compliance , and presented
their findings at the Annual American
Academy of Physician Assistants CME
Conference in May.
The HPV vaccines are commonly
recommended for children ages 11-12
to protect against cervical cancers in
women , and genital warts and other
cancers in men.
Phillipich said she and Webb chose
incoming first-year students in 2013 as
that population was among the first
to receive the vaccines when it was
introduced in 2006 for girls and 2009
for boys.
Survey questions included where
students received information about the
vaccine, HPV knowledge, vaccination
barriers and vaccination status. Results
from the 146 respondents included the
following:

A

• 51.4 percent reported receiving
the Gardasil vaccination, and
40.3 percent received all three
recommended doses.
• 91 percent reported moral barriers
to the vaccination, higher than other
barriers (lack of education, cost, lack
of medical recommendation).

• Nearly 70 percent reported receiving
information about the vaccines from
their health care provider.
• 65 percent reported receiving
information about the vaccines
from media.
The researchers said it's important
as future physician assistants to
understand where their patients are
receiving information to be able to give
informed recommendations.
"This is the first vaccine that we can
say protects against cancer," Webb
said. "As providers it will be important
to impart the most recent guidelines
on patients and their families so they
have the information they need to make
informed decisions."

Physician assistant studies majors Jamie
Phillipich, left, and Margie Webb surveyed
1,000 first-year students to assess the influence
media has on the perception of HPV and
vaccine compliance.

photo by Amanda Pitts
Webb and Phillipich said they wanted
to focus on women's health for their
master's thesis. Phillipich earned a
bachelor's degree in human physiology
from Michigan State University, Webb
earned a bachelor's degree from
University of Michigan in neuroscience.
Both are expected to graduate in
December.
They are finalizing their findings
for publication.
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A student (inset) takes a photo of Zumberge Library in the 1970s; the new additions to Zumberge Hall are pictured.
photo by Bernadine Ca rey-Tucker, inset photo cou rtesy of Unive rsity Archives

Old becomes new

byLeahTwilley

Former library renovated to become administration building
The saying , "out with the old , in with
the new" rings true with the newly
renovated James H. Zumberge Hall.
For nearly 45 years, Zumberge Library
served as a study space for thousands
of students. Today, the building serves
as a workspace for hundreds of staff
members in 16 administration offices,
including the President's Office.
The renovation project began in 2013
and was completed in summer of 2014.
It was built to LEED (Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design) silver
standards , an internationally recognized
certification system developed by
the U.S. Green Building Council and a
baseline in design at Grand Valley. The
$22 million project, which includes a
22,664-square-foot addition on the
south side of the building , was funded
through university-issued bonds and
Campus Development Funds.

"We've done renovations on other
buildings , but nothing to this extent,"
said Scott Whisler, project manager for
Facilities Planning. "With a renovation
you don't have the freedom to design
from scratch, so you have to work with
what's already there."
Whisler said it was important to use
sustainable construction practices
during the project. He worked with
locally based companies VIA Design
(architect) and Wolverine Building
Group (builder) to create a design for
the 90,391-square-foot building. The
goal was for the design to meet LEED
standards and preserve the building's
original character.
Many materials used for the
renovation were purchased from local
and regional companies. Whisler
said the Facilities Planning team
hired as many local contractors and

subcontractors as possible.
The inside of the building was
completely gutted , except the large
staircase in the center of the building.
"We did this so people are reminded
of the original building each time they
visit," Whisler said. "We tried to mimic
the fluted concrete technique used on
the exterior of the building, but it was
a challenge to meet the quality of the
original , which shows how impressive
the craftsmanship was back then."
Whisler said since the opening of the
building in May, more than 40 percent of
water has been saved compared to the
baseline design of the building.
The renovation was designed for
the building to decrease energy use
over the baseline of the building's
performance, a LEED standard. Whisler
predicts that the building will save
20-26 percent annually.
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You earned bachelor's
and master's degrees in
exercise physiology and
sports medicine. I take
it business was not your
original career path.
My passion was
exercise physiology. It has
always been a fascination of
mine: how the body works. I
became a nationally certified
athletic trainer after college.
At that time , there were
fewer than 200 women in the
U.S. with that certification.
I still give advice about diet
and exercise and help people
understand realistic goals.

What was life like on
the cruise ship?

What are your goals
for the business college?

I loved the
international piece. I learned
a lot during that experience
that helps me today. As part
of the staff I had to sing and
dance in a show every week
- 55 cruises worth. I learned
to troubleshoot and interact
with people in small and
large groups. I tell students
that regardless of what you
are doing , you are learning
from those experiences and
building skills.

The programs are
very strong in Seidman. Short
term , we need to highlight
the competitive advantages
for all of our programs.
Long term , Grand Valley,
and higher education in
general , has to figure out how
we change the way we help
students learn. Students are
changing. The way they learn
is changing and the demands
on their lives are changing.
Students have another
life outside the classroom
that is more involved and
more active. We have to
figure out ways to facilitate
student learning and how
students can complete their
degrees within their busy
lifestyles. Three hours a week
on Monday, Wednesday
and Friday for 15 weeks a
semester is not the future. It's
not going to be that way in
10 years and we have to start
looking at that now.

Where has your love
for travel taken you?
When did you realize
you wanted to switch
careers?
After receiving my
first master's degree, I got
a job as a fitness director
for Norwegian Cruise Line.
I was exposed to people from
different cultures; most of
the staff came from other
countries. After a year-anda-half, I decided to go into
corporate fitness , but it was
difficult to find a job. I got
an MBA to help break into
that field. My international
business experiences with
the cruise line influenced
my decision to focus on
business , and I went on to
earn a doctorate in marketing
with a minor in international
business.

I started my
academic career at the
University of Maine updating
the international business
curriculum and building
partnerships with universities
in other countries. While
there, I took students to
France. I still teach in France
every year. I have also taught
in Istanbul and Moldova. My
husband and I like to travel
in the southwest U.S. and
internationally.

What was it about
Grand Valley that interested
you?
The university is
young and, therefore , more
nimble. The university has
figured out a faster way to
operationalize opportunities.
Grand Valley has also had
long-standing presidents and
that consistency in leadership
is really important. The level
of community support and
engagement here is rare - it's
like having a whole bunch of
caring relatives.

Do you have any
hobbies?
I'm a hand quilter. I
started in the mid ·sos when
the woman next door to
me invited me to a quilting
class. I really liked it. It's
very relaxing for me. It takes
me a few years to complete
a project because I do
everything by hand . I usually
give quilts as gifts.

• Lawson worked
at the 1980 Winter
Olympics in Lake
Placid as a spotter
on the downhill ski
run and as a timer
for the bobsled event.
• France is Lawson's
favorite place to
travel. She can get
around Paris more
easily than New York
City or Chicago.
• Lawson enjoys
bright colors and
has always been
known for wearing
red, pink or orange.
She has added
Laker blue to her
wardrobe.
• She and her husband
have owned three
St. Bernards. Their
current St. Bernard,
Luciana, is 5.
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Watch a video of Anton performing tricks
like The Fake, The Robotic Drop and Burke's
Barrage at www.gvsu.edu/gvmagazine.

OFF THE PATH

Burke's Barrage and Mill's Mess
Professor juggles for sport and health
by Dottie Barnes
It's one of those things that makes
people stop and stare - seeing someone
juggle.
Corey Anton, professor of
communication studies, is now used
to being the object of attention. Anton
learned to juggle 15 years ago, partly to
impress his wife's family.
"My wife is very talented and comes
from a very talented family," said Anton.
"She paints and her mother paints
and sculpts. I wanted to do something
creative and thought learning to juggle
would be fun and a great way to connect
with people."
Anton bought a book, Charlie Oansey's
Encyclopedia of Ball Juggling. Three
balls proved easy enough, but it was a
long road to juggling five.
"On scale of one to 10, learning to
juggle three balls is, like, a three or four,"
he explained. "Learning to juggle four
balls is a six or seven. Learning to juggle
five balls is like a 26! Your brain is not
ready to handle five."
Learning to juggle five balls took
patience, determination and a very
long time. "You have to suffer a year or
longer of failure to juggle five. I probably
worked at it, even if only a little bit, every
day for more than a year," he said.
Anton is now working especially hard
to juggle six balls.
"Most jugglers go from five to seven
balls because of how the cascade
works," he said. "Juggling is counting;
you have to count. It's not a game of
catching so much as learning how to
throw to the perfect spot. You look at
the balls, not your hands. Six is difficult.
There aren't many six-ball jugglers, but
six in a fountain pattern looks great."
Anton has a list of about 30 threeball tricks he can perform. Some of his
favorites are The Fake , The Robotic
Drop, Burke's Barrage and Mill's Mess.
While Anton juggles for sport, it
has also helped him physically. He
underwent back surgery 15 years ago
and juggling, which requires standing
tall while bending at the knees, helped
strengthen his back.
"It's a low-impact, simple way to tone
muscle," he said. "When juggling, your

body is much quicker than you realize ,
so you're learning to slow your muscles
down while you are throwing balls in
the air.Juggling is also related to brain
growth and development. Anything you
can do to strengthen your non-dominant
hand stimulates brain growth and
creativity."
Anton tries to juggle every day,
even if only for a couple minutes. He
enjoys teaching others to juggle and
has held various workshops in the
area including during Grand Valley's
Shakespeare Festival.

Anton said he is not one to sit on the
sidelines of life. He would rather teach
people to juggle than just have them
watch. And, while juggling may seem
stressful for those watching, Anton said
it helps him relax.
"As I said, it's a type of meditation. If
I've had a long, stressful day, I can come
home, throw some balls in the air, and in
10 minutes I'm quickly mellowed out,"
he said.

"Juggling is a form of aesthetically
pleasing public meditation."
- COREY ANTON

He sometimes draws a crowd when
juggling in public, and has learned not
to sweat it when dropping a ball.
"Juggling is a form of aesthetically
pleasing public meditation ," said Anton,
"but dropping a ball is a showstopper.
It's not like when a singer hits a bad
note. People are more forgiving because
the next note immediately takes its
place. Not so with juggling. Still , I have
learned to just pick up the ball and keep
going."
Anton has been able to learn new
juggling tricks from some of the best in
the business.
"My wife and I travel a lot and I have
learned tricks and techniques from
jugglers in Italy, Greece and Hawaii," he
said. "In fact, we were in Hawaii and I
saw a man juggling six balls. I told him
I was just learning to do six. He winked
at me and started doing a six-ball 'crab
claw' behind his back and over his head.
He turned out to be Tony Flowers,
a famous juggler. It was amazing,
humbling and inspiring."
A few months ago, Anton started
juggling with clubs - something he said
is much more difficult.
"I have taken more than one to the eye
since I first started with clubs. They can
be painful. If I could juggle four clubs,
I'd be really happy," he said.

Corey Anton, professor of communication
studies, enjoys teaching others to juggle. He
said juggling helps him relax and has helped
strengthen his back.
photos by Amanda Pitts
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GROWING

IN THE SOUTH SIDE OF

CHICAGO
Homeless, recovering addicts transformed through farming
by Abigayle Sloan,

'07

Two children played music with
homemade instruments on the front
porch of their home while police cars
sped through the alley.
It was a Monday afternoon on the
south side of Chicago. Police officers
were trying to track down evidence
from a shooting that took place 30
minutes earlier.
Shaniece Alexander, '08 , showed no
alarm while police circled the block.
She continued giving a tour of the
Growing Home Inc. Wood Street Urban
Farm , which is nestled between family
homes on two small plots of land in the
Englewood neighborhood.
"Our main mission is to
help people find permanent
work , and through that we
give them hands-on work
to do," Alexander said. "It
is paid , it is 14 weeks, and
they are actually doing work
for a product that's being
produced and sold to real
customers."
The site Alexander was
standing on was, statistically,
an unlikely location for any
kind of business , especially
a farm. From June to July,
353 crimes were recorded
in Englewood. Forty-two
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percent of residents are living below
the poverty line , according to the
2010 census.
The U.S. Department of Agriculture
once considered the neighborhood
a "food desert," meaning it was a
community that offers little to no fresh
produce or meat and is mainly populated
by fast-food and convenience stores.
The creation of the Wood Street
Farm was a direct response to some
of Englewood's most crippling problems ,
the unemployment rate and limited
access to nutritious food. The farm is
one of several urban agriculture projects
developed by Growing Home Inc. It was
established on a two-thirds acre plot of
land in 2008, and expanded to a vacant

lot across the street in 2011. It is the first
high production USDA-certified organic
farm in Chicago. Produce is harvested
almost every month; the grounds yield
more than 24 ,000 pounds of fresh fruits
and vegetables annually.
Alexander said many people
arrive at Growing Home Inc. with
little confidence. Some have no job
experience, have felony records , are on
the path to recovery from addiction or
are transitioning from homelessness.
As the employment training manager,
Alexander is responsible for recruiting
Chicago residents to the job training
program and helping them grow into
productive citizens. The curriculum
combines various farm work duties
with classroom instruction ,
agricultural sciences,
customer service training
and job readiness.
"My personal, educational
and professional experiences
led me to my passion for
social justice and I have
found a great sense of
excitement for advocating
for underserved individuals,
families and communities,"
she said.
Shaniece Alexander, '08, is the
employment training manager
at Growing Home Inc. Wood
Street Urban Farm in Chicago,
pictured at left.

ALUMNI NEWS

Slusarzyk to receive association's
Young Alumni Award

Watch Shaniece Alexander give
a tour of the Growing Home Inc.
Wood Street Urban Farm at
www.gvsu.edu/gvmagazine.
A native of Detroit, Alexander earned
a bachelor's degree in behavioral
science from Grand Valley in 2008 ,
and went on to earn a master's degree
in social work from the University of
Illinois. Although she has no formal
training with farming , she credits her
undergraduate experiences for giving
her the self-assurance to step out of her
comfort zone.
"Grand Valley helped me to build the
confidence I need to try something new
and do unconventional things, like work
on a farm in Chicago," she said.
Very few young professionals can be
found in the Englewood neighborhood ,
but Alexander has embraced the
community. She has built relationships
with the neighbors and police officers,
who stop by regularly to keep her
updated on what's happening in
the area.
"At the end of the day, what I'm most
happy about is being able to help
individuals not only learn how to farm
but be successful in other jobs and in
life ," she said.
It is not unusual to see Alexander
giving tours to news reporters or city
officials like Mayor Rahm Emanuel. But
she said it is her Growing Home family people once incarcerated who are now
productive citizens and harvesters who
were once homeless - who truly keep
her grounded.

Ryan Slusarzyk, '08 , will receive the
Alumni Association's Young Alumni Award
on December 6 .
Slusarzyk is an active member of the
Seidman College of Business Alumni
Association and is involved with dozens of
Grand Rapids community organizations. He
also has been a financial supporter of the
L. William Seidman Center and the Mary
Idema Pew Library Learning and Information
Commons . President Thomas J . Haas will
present Slusarzyk with the award at the fall
commencement ceremony.

Events at the Valley and beyond
01----Yi-o_u_n_g_A_l_u_m_n_i_a_t_ _ _ _ _----.-=--- ,
the West Michigan
Whitecaps
The Young Alumni Council
hosted its annual summer
gathering at a West Michigan
Whitecaps game in July.

Alumni Golf
Outing
The Alumni Golf Outing
on July 19 raised more
than $7,000 for the
Grand Valley Fund .

RECIPE for SUCCESS
• 14 WEEKS (Program Length)
• 40 PEOPLE (Class Size)

• 4 FARMS (Number of
Growing Home Farms)
•FARMING+ CLASSROOM
• TRAINII.\G
GROWTH
/C:L r culurn r-ormula)

Alumni
fundraiser
Rockin' on the
River, an ·sos
themed event,
raised $1,400
for the GVSU
Pathways
Scholarship in
August.
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Events at the Valley and beyond

Careers

continued

1970S

-------•---------Freshmen
Move-In

W

Mathew E. Simpson , B.Phil. , 1977,
retired as an archivist from the
University of California, Santa Cruz
after a 26-year career.

1980s

A record number of
alumni volunteers
returned to Allendale
during August
move-in. More than
130 alumni helped
first-year students
get settled into
living centers during
welcome week.

Karen J. Kacynski , B.S. , 1988, is the
transit marketing specialist for the
Muskegon Area Transit System.

1990s
Brandon L. Solano, B.S. , 1994, is the
senior vice president of marketing for
Wendy's Company in Dublin , Ohio.
Edward L. Cardenas , B.A. , 1995 , is
a technology reporter at WWJ 950
Newsradio in Southfield.
Jason M. Robinet, B.S. , 1995, M.S., 2000,
and Barbara A. Robinet, B.S. , 1997,
M.S. , 2000, are co-owners of Robinet
Physical Therapy in Rockford.

Latin@ Alumni
Chapter Kick-Off
The Latin @ Alumni
Chapter held its first
reception on August 28
at the top of Riverhouse
condos in Grand Rapids.
The group shared ideas
for upcoming Latin @
alumni events. Latin @ is
a gender-neutral term
that refers to both men
and women of Latin
American descent.

GVSU vs. Azusa
Football Alumni
tailgate
Alumni traveled to
California to cheer on
the Laker football team
for the season opener on
September 4 against
Azusa Pacific University.
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Edwin S. Darrell Jr. B.B.A. , 1996, M.Ed. ,
1998 , is associate director for residential
education at San Diego State University
in California .
J ames N. Class , B.A. , 1997, is the
executive director of mid-European
commercial operations for Merck
Company in Switzerland.
David M. Crafts, B.S. , 1998, M.Ed. ,
2000 , is the executive director for
EqualityToledo in Toledo, Ohio.
Ellen R. Winterburn , M.P.A. , 1998 , is the
human resources manager for Barfly
Ventures LLC in Grand Rapids.
Sh annon M. Hennessey, B.S. , 1999,
M.Ed. , 2001 , is the director of graduate
education at Southern Illinois University
Edwardsville.
Joel T. Potrykus , B.S. , 1999, wrote and
produced the film "Buzzard ," which
premiered at the Cinetopia International
Film Festival in Ann Arbor and Detroit.

2000S
Amy S. Shock, B.A. , 2000, is the council
director for Girls on the Run Stark
County in North Canton , Ohio.

ALUMNI UPDATES

Sarah M. Henige , B.B.A. , 2002, M.B.A. ,
2010, is the category manager for
MillerCoors in Grand Rapids.

James F. Johnson , B.B.A., 2008, is an
analytic consultant for Truven Health
Analytics in Ann Arbor.

Erin N. Ouetell, B.S., 2012, is a
community forester and research
analyst at the Greening of Detroit.

Margaret M. Emmerson , B.S. , 2003 , is
the food service director for the Huron
School District in New Boston.

Raquel A. Martin, B.S. , 2008, M.P.A. ,
2011 , is the development and marketing
project manager for North Ottawa
County Community Health System in
Grand Haven.

Timothy J. Blystone, B.S. , 2013 , is a
producer at WPBN/WTOM news station
in Traverse City.

Melisa M. Mysliwiec , B.S. , 2003 , is the
chair of the St. John Vianney Catholic
School Board in Wyoming.
Douglas B. Tubman , B.S., 2003 , is an
English teacher and assistant football
coach at McMinn County High School in
Athens , Tennessee.
Milinda C. Ysasi-Castanon , B.B.A., 2003 ,
is a human resources consultant for
Spectrum Health in Grand Rapids.
Amanda A. Rogalski , B.B.A. , 2004 ,
M.S. , 2012, is the marketing and
communications director for
D.L. Neu & Associates.
Richard N. Meyers , B.S. , 2005 , is the
director of event presentation for the
NHL's Edmonton Oilers in Edmonton ,
Canada.
Neil A. Sladick, B.S. , 2005, is a physical
education teacher, assistant football
coach and head boys track coach for
Ravenna Public Schools.
Krin T. Clary, B.B.A. , 2006, is an audit
supervisor for Dennis , Gartland &
Niergarth in Traverse City.
Matthew C. Race, B.S., 2006 , is a
mathematics teacher for the Dearborn
Heights Public School District 7.
Ashley L. Reaser, B.A., 2006 , is an
account manager for Conversant Inc.
in Chicago, Illinois.
Julius Suchy, B.S. , 2006 , M.P.A., 2008 ,
is the village manager for the Village
of Sparta.
Jennifer D. Bumstead , B.A. , 2007, is a
distributor for Juice Plus+ in Rockford.
David J. Luke, B.S., 2007, B.B.A. , 2007,
co-authored a book, The Causes of
Structural Unemployment: Four Factors
that Keep People from the Jobs they
Deserve.
Carlyn A. Hovingh , B.S. , 2008 , earned
a medical degree from the Medical
College of Wisconsin in Milwaukee ,
Wisconsin.

Lindsay R. Nickles , B.S. , 2008 , is the
communications manager for Wayne
Metro Community Action Agency in
Livonia.
Patrick D. Patterson , B.A. , 2008 , is
a learning specialist for Southern
California University of Health Sciences
in Whittier, California.
Brandy D. Arnold , B.A. , 2009 , is the
Kids Helping Kids coordinator at
Kids' Food Basket in Grand Rapids.
Quentin D. Groce, B.B.A., 2009 , is
the Maserati client advisor for Zeigler
Automotive Group in Grand Rapids.

2010S
Marion P. Chardoul , M.S.T. , 2010 , is a
senior associate for Plante Moran in
Grand Rapids.
Branden C. Stewart, B.S. , 2010, is the
director of speaker development for
CAMPUSPEAK in Denver, Colorado.
Jeannette Johnson , B.S. , 2011 , is the
development director for Deaf and Hard
of Hearing Services in Grand Rapids.

Zachary Y. Christopher, B.S. , 2013 , is a
recruiting consultant for Global Edge
Consultants in The Woodlands, Texas.
Alexis R. Croswell , B.B.A., 2013, is
corporate partnerships specialist for
Hampton Creek Foods in San Francisco,
California.
Erin V. Lutenski, B.A., 2013 , was selected
as an English teaching assistant for
the 2014-2015 Fulbright U.S. Student
Program Cycle and will teach German/
applied linguistics in Germany.
Shealyn K. McGee, B.S. , 2013, is a
graphic designer for Spartan Nash in
Grand Rapids.
Hayley E. Pangle, B.A., 2013, was
selected as an English teaching assistant
for the 2014-2015 Fulbright U.S. Student
Program Cycle and will teach history/
anthropology in Azerbaijan.
Ryan W. Ploetz, B.B.A., 2013, is a
payer relations contract analyst for
Spectrum Health.
Erica A. Raatz, B.S. , 2013 , is an
eighth-grade U.S. history teacher in
Cypress, Texas.
Ian J. Botbyl, B.B.A. , 2014, is a business
systems analyst for Spectrum Health.

Kathryn A. Phelan , B.A. , 2011 , was
selected as an English teaching assistant
for the 2014-2015 Fulbright U.S.
Student Program Cycle and will teach
international relations/Spanish in Brazil.

Samantha J. Brown , B.B.A., 2014 , is
a GTAM metrics analyst for the Ford
Motor Company.

Yvette lyiguhaye , M.B.A. , 2012 , is a
research and project specialist for Ferris
State University in Big Rapids.

Anne R. Giocondini, B.A. , 2014 , was
selected as an English teaching assistant
for the 2014-2015 Fulbright U.S. Student
Program Cycle and will teach Englishsecondary teaching in the Ukraine.

Andrea N. Jones, B.B.A., 2012, is a
human resources representative for True
Partners Consulting in Chicago, Illinois.
Kristina M. Pepelko, B.A. , 2012 , is a
development associate for the Michigan
League of Conservation Voters in
Ann Arbor.

Seth Price, B.A., 2014 , was selected for
the U.S. Department of State Critical
Language Scholarship Program to study
Arabic in Morocco.

Marisa J. Pierson , B.B.A. , 2012 , is
the marketing coordinator for G & H
Diversified Manufacturing in
Houston , Texas.
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Celebrations,
Births, Weddings
1990s
Katrina B . Hamstra , B .A ., 1996, and
David Reimer on June 8, 2014.

by sister Olivia. The family resides in
Grand Rapids.
Melissa A . (Mullen) Burds, B.N., 2006,
and husband Patrick W . Burds , B .B.A .,
2008 , announce daughter, Claire
Alison , born February 2, 2014. Claire
is welcomed by brother Bradley. The
family resides in Grand Rapids.

Amy L. Raus, B.S., 1997, announces a
daughter, Anna Jane, born December 31,
2013. The family resides in Manchester.

Dawn A . (Downing) Franchetti, B.M.E .,
2006 , M.Ed ., 2012 , and Andrew
Franchetti on June 21 , 2014.

Scott M. Morris, B.S., 1998, and
Colin Morris on August 30 , 2013.

Matthew C. Race, B.S., 2006, and
Erin Race on August 2, 2014.

2000S
Holly E. (Wriska) Rapin, B.S., 2001, and
husband Benjamin E. Rapin , B .S., 2000,
announce son , Isaac Edward , adopted
on December 2, 2013. The family resides
in Grand Rapids.
Kelley G. (Maki) Flis , B.A ., 2002, and
Jonathan J . Flis, B.S., 2002, announce
son , Benjamin John , born July 27. The
family resides in Grand Rapids.
Michael G. Milliken , B .B .A , 2002 , and
wife Valerie Milliken announce son,
Thomas Garner, born June 20, 2014.
The family resides in Ada.
Kristin L. (Merrill) Ashburn , B.F.A ., 2003 ,
and husband Ken Ashburn announce
son , Evan Michael , born May 12, 2014.
The family resides in Macomb.
Erica L. (Muskovin) Boersma , B.S., 2004 ,
and husband Scott Boersma announce
twins, Charlotte Ruth and Noah Julius ,
born September 14, 2013. The family
resides in Zeeland.
Andrea N . (Beer) Hammond , B.A .,
2004 , M.Ed ., 2012 , and husband Bryan
announce daughter Jade Nichole, born
November 17, 2013. The family resides
in Wyoming.
Jamon A . Alexander, B.S., 2005, and
wife Jasmine Alexander announce
daughter, Karsyn Jade , born May 22,
2014. Karsyn is welcomed by sister
Kendall. The family resides in Grand
Rapids.
Melissa D. (Garrett) Schein, B .A ., 2005,
and husband Eric Schein announce
daughter, Kylie Rose, born May 9, 2014.
The family resides in Tempe, Arizona.
Jessica M. Stone-Chapman , B .B .A .,
2005, and husband Kevan Chapman,
B.A ., 2002 , announce son, Jack Henry,
born May 27, 2014. Jack is welcomed
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Stephen J . Twomey, B.B .A ., 2006,
and wife Jane Twomey announce son,
Wesley Edwin , born June 18, 2014. The
family resides in Traverse City.
Amanda J . (Vincent) Crozier, B.S., 2007,
M.B.A ., 2013 , and husband Keith C.
Crozier, B .S., 2009, announce daughter,
Audrey Jean, born April 18, 2013. The
family resides in Caledonia.
Eric T. Enger, B.A ., 2007, and Jamie
L. (Harrington) Enger, B.S., 2008, on
August 10, 2013.
Georgina M. (Luoma) Reinke, B .S.,
2007, and Patrick M. Reinke, B.S ., 2007,
announce daughter, Kiersten Violet,
born May 4, 2014. Kiersten is welcomed
by brother Cayden . The family resides
in Waterford.
Stephanie M. (Battjes) Shaffer, B.S.,
2007, and husband Jordan D. Shaffer,
B.B.A ., 2007, announce daughter, Lilah
Kay Elizabeth , born May 1, 2014. The
family resides in Grand Rapids.
Kathleen A . Childress (Davis), B .A.,
2008, and Colby Childress on
June 6 , 2014.
Cornelius V. Hicks, B .S., 2009, and
Loren Hicks on August 16 , 2014.

Alysse M. (Chichester) Shoemaker, B.A .,
2009, and Philip D. Shoemaker, B.S.,
2010 , on October 3, 2013.
Amy (Williams) Way, B.S., 2009, and
Darren Way on August 3, 2013.

2010S
Richard J . Warner, B .B .A ., 2010, and
Meghan G. (Moore) Warner, B .S., 2010,
M.S., 2012, on June 28 , 2014.
Anna E. (Jennings) McCarthy, B.A .,
2011 , and Patrick McCarthy on
October 26 , 2013.
Justin M. Sherrod, B.S., 2011 , and
wife Tara announce son, Crew Michael,
born June 26 , 2013. Crew is welcomed
by sister Reegan. The family resides
in Jenison.
Alisha A . (Jacobsson) Arnett, B .A ., 2013 ,
and Nathan Arnett on May 17, 2014.
Sara A . (Johnson) Johnston , B.B.A .,
2013 , and Andrew Johnston on
June 28 , 2014.

In Memoriam
1970S
David J . Peuler, B .S., 1975, of
Byron Center on April 25 , 2014.
John E. Knox, B .S., 1977, of Novi on
December 22 , 2013.

Correction from summer issue:
Careers
Jenny E. Aykroyd, B.A ., 2001 , was named
Teacher of the Year by Achieve Virtual
Education Academy in Indianapolis.
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